Goal of Resource Center:

Acquire, organize, and maintain information and resources concerning effectiveness and accreditation for the benefit of all 35 U.S.G. institutions.

RACEA’s resource repositories websites:

- [https://sites.google.com/site/racearesources/](https://sites.google.com/site/racearesources/)
- [http://www.usg.edu/academic_planning/committees/view/effectiveness_accreditation/](http://www.usg.edu/academic_planning/committees/view/effectiveness_accreditation/)
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Our Deliverables for 2011-2012

- Recommend renaming committee to “RACEA – Web,” to avoid confusion with Resource Guides Task Force.
- Maintaining the RACEA – SACS Information Matrix.
- Establishing and maintaining the new RACEA (Google) website as a repository of information that will be useful to USG institutions.
- Getting our new (Google) website linked to the USG website.